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摘要：导电聚合物由于成本低、安全环保、比电容高和电化学性能稳定等特点，已经被广泛应用于纤维状能源器件中。导电聚合物具有良好的机械、电学和光学性能，同时具有方便可控的化学和电化学过程，可作为能源器件的电极材料。本文综述了导电聚合物在纤维状能源器件中的最新研究进展，如纤维状超级电容器、纤维状太阳能电池和纤维状集成能源器件，同时根据纤维状能源器件的性能要求，对相关材料、制备技术、纤维结构、电子输运以及机械性能等进行了全面总结。
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Abstract: Conductive polymers implemented in fibrous energy devices have drawn considerable attention because of their economic importance, good environmental stability, and electrical conductivity. Conductive polymers demonstrate interesting mechanical, electronic, and optical properties, controllable chemical and electrochemical behavior, and facile processability. This review elaborates on the latest research in conductive polymers in fibrous energy devices, such as fibrous supercapacitors, fibrous solar cells, and fibrous integrated energy devices. The performance requirements of these fibrous energy devices, with specific reference to related materials, fabrication techniques, fiber structure, and electronic transport as well as mechanical functionality, are also reviewed in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, energy storage is an important challenge. With the development of modern electronic equipments, it is urgently need to develop wearable and environmentally friendly energy storage devices. Fibrous energy devices possess excellent characteristics of lightweight, flexibility, portability and wearability, which become a hot topic in science and technology. Meanwhile, conductive polymers (CPs) have drawn great attention in the field of energy nanotechnology1-4. Typically, CP nanostructures can improve the electrical conductivity of composite materials and achieve a higher specific capacitance proving to be an alternative material in the development of next generation energy storage devices5-11, which including supercapacitors (SCs)10-12 and solar cells13-15. CP nanostructures consist mainly of polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPy) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), which apply to fibrous energy devices that can effectively increase...
the conductivity and the specific capacitance to meet requirements of light weight, portability and wearability for modern portable electronic applications\textsuperscript{(19,20-26).} Extensive effort has been made to develop all kinds of CPs and fabricate novel structures to realize fibrous SCs and solar cells. Mechanical stability is a significant factor for the flexible fibrous SCs and solar cells. In order to enhance the mechanical robustness, various flexible substrates containing stainless wire\textsuperscript{37}, carbon nanofibers\textsuperscript{38-40} have been introduced into fibrous electrodes. Furthermore, to improve the electroconductibility and electrochemical performance of fibrous electrodes, conductive polymers are a key active material to be introduced into the composite materials. Novel CPs applied in fibrous energy devices, preparation and structure design of fibrous electrode are summarized in this paper.

2 Fibrous supercapacitors based on conductive polymers

Electrochemically reactive polymers for SCs mostly consist of PANI, PPy, PEDOT and their derivatives\textsuperscript{37-39}. According to theory of redox reactions, CPs demonstrate a high pseudocapacitance (for example, the theoretical capacitances of PANI, PPy and PEDOT are 1284, 480 and 210 F g\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively). However, the active substance of a given electrode cannot be completely utilized, so these theoretical values are difficult to achieve in practical devices. The fibrous SCs (e.g. electrical double-layer capacitors\textsuperscript{40,41} and pseudocapacitors\textsuperscript{42,43}) can provide energy for portable and wearable electronic devices. Fibrous SCs typically possess two forms, a twisting shape and the more conventional coaxial shape structure. Usually, liquid electrolytes possess a number of security vulnerabilities that can fortunately be overcome by gel electrolytes. Furthermore, gel electrolytes are implemented in these devices and are easily applied to the flexible and wearable electronic devices. Fibrous SCs require a matching fiber electrode, e.g. carbon nanotube (CNT) fibers, graphene fibers, carbon nanomaterials/ conductive polymer composite fibers\textsuperscript{42-51}.

2.1 Polyaniline composite fiber electrodes for the fibrous supercapacitors

Among various CPs, PANI is one of the most commonly implemented electrode materials for fibrous SCs due to its low cost of aniline monomers, light weight, facile synthesis, environmental friendliness and excellent capacity for energy storage\textsuperscript{52-54}. In addition, PANI has a high specific pseudocapacitance and high rates of charge and discharge capacity\textsuperscript{55-56}. To realize the full potential of PANI-based fiber-shape SCs, researchers have taken the following measures: (1) increasing the electrical conductivity of PANI; (2) increasing the capacitance retention of PANI; (3) optimizing the low stability of charge-discharge measurements; and (4) reducing the cost and simplifying the synthesis process.
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2.1.1 Synthesis of polyaniline composite fiber electrodes

To improve the overall capacitance of fibrous SCs based on the PANI nanostructure, the structure of PANI electrodes require optimization\(^\text{[57]}\). Nowadays, the common methods to synthesize PANI electrodes are chemical-based and electrochemical-based methods. Liang et al.\(^\text{[58]}\) successfully deposited PANI nanowire arrays on various substrates (Pt, Si, Au, C, SiO\(_2\)) through controlled nucleation via electrochemical process. Because CNTs and graphene possess a large surface area, excellent conductivity, stable chemical properties and outstanding mechanical properties, these carbon nanomaterials composited with PANI have been investigated as an active current collectors for fibrous SCs and these carbon materials modified by PANI in fibrous devices further achieve improved electrochemical performance.

Meng et al.\(^\text{[59]}\) developed all-solid-state SCs based on two separated PANI/CNT nano-composite fiber electrodes coated by poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) gel electrolyte (Fig.1(a)). A LED was lit up very well by this fibrous SC for almost 30 min (Fig.1(b)). Cheng et al.\(^\text{[60]}\) synthesized a SCs' electrode by depositing PANI nanowires on the surface of an etched carbon fiber (Fig.1(c−e)).

Furthermore, multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) are capable of achieving a higher energy density per mass unit than SWCNTs\(^\text{[61]}\). Wang et al.\(^\text{[38]}\) prepared CNT/PANI fiber electrodes with gel PVA/H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) polymer electrolyte through in-situ polymerization shown in Fig.2(a). A CNT fiber could be spun from an aligned MWCNT array, then electrodeposited with conductive PANI nanowire arrays, and subsequently coated with PVA-H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) gel electrolyte to form a CNT/PANI/PVA composite fiber. Finally, two composite fibers were twisted together to develop a fibrous SC (Fig.2(a)).

The microstructure of the pure CNT and its composite fibers were observed respectively via SEM image (Fig.2(b, c)). After 800 cycles of consecutive charging and discharging, this fibrous SC showed excellent capacitance retention at 91% of its original value.

In order to further improve cyclic stability of the PANI-based fiber SCs, Su et al.\(^\text{[62]}\) prepared CNT/PANI fiber electrodes via chemical polymerization (shown in Fig.3). This SC based on a gamma-irradiated (IR) CNT fiber and aligned-PANI nanowires obtained enhanced cyclic stability of charge-discharge relative to Ref.38, which remained 89% of its original capacitance after 1000 cycles (Fig.3(a, c)), and possessed a high specific capacitance than other fiber materials (Fig.3(b)).

CNT fibers can also be woven into fabric and then coated with PANI to form mesh electrodes\(^\text{[61]}\). Then, the gel electrolyte of PVA/H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) was growth on CNT/PANI composite fabric. Finally, two mesh electrodes were stacked to form a planar SC (Fig.4(a)). Owing to the great mechanical strength and prominent electrical performance of CNT fibers and the high electrochemical activity of PANI, the planar SC exhibits a high specific capacitance of 272.7 F⋅g\(^{-1}\), which demonstrated a capacitance retention of 90% after 2000 cycles (Fig.4(b, c)).

The combination of PANI and aligned CNT fibers in the synthesis of composites is simple, cheap, and effective, which can enhance the specific capacitance of SC. Further researches verify that the electrode of ordered PANI array nanostructure exhibits excellent specific capacitance and capacity retention in comparison with randomly disordered PANI nanowires\(^\text{[62,63]}\).

2.1.2 Impact of polyaniline content on the performance of SCs

The PANI/MWCNT composite materials have a uniform core-
shell structure which are prepared on the MWCNTs templates via in-situ polymerization. The composite materials possessing 80% (w, mass fraction) PANI content could be obtained on aligned MWCNTs sheet. The impact of PANI contents on the specific capacitance was further studied (Fig.5). The results demonstrate that the highest specific capacitance had been observed when the PANI content was 66% (w). After 700 charging-discharging cycles, the specific capacitance is maintained at 70.9% and further remains stable after more cycles.

MWCNT sheets containing varying PANI content are also used as electrodes for flexible SCs and demonstrate the highest specific capacitance of 233 F g⁻¹. Under identical conditions, the maximum specific capacitance is 36 times greater than a neat MWCNT sheet and 23 times of pure PANI (Fig.6). The SCs also show high cyclic stability. Fig.6(b – f) demonstrate morphologies of the MWCNT/PANI composite films of varying PANI content. The
voids were essentially filled in aligned CNTs when the PANI content was reached about 70% (w). When the PANI content was less than about 50% (w), specific capacitances increased with increasing PANI content, when the PANI content was more than about 50% (w), the specific capacitance reached a plateau (Fig. 6 (g, h)). However, when the PANI content is more than 86% (w), excess PANI leads to weak interaction between the aligned MWCNT fiber and PANI, and poor efficiency of ion diffusion (Fig.6(i)).

PANI and aligned MWCNTs composite fibrous electrodes were also assembled via chemical polymerization\(^6\). The aligned MWCNT/PANI composite films were winded on an elastic fiber as fibrous electrodes, which could realize flexible, stretchable, and electrochromic fibrous SCs\(^3\) that facilitated quickly and reversible color conversions (Fig.7(a, b)). PANI content has a great influence on the performance of SCs, Fig.7(c) shows cyclic voltammograms with different PANI content in the fibrous SC. When the PANI content increased to 70%, the cyclic voltammagrams’ area reached a maximum and when the PANI content was further increased to 90%, the cyclic voltammagram’s area decreased (Fig.7(d)). The previous conclusions were also validated by constant current charge-discharge (Fig.7(e)).

2.2 Polypyrrole composite fiber electrodes for the fibrous supercapacitors

PPy is another CP that has been utilized for its energy storage applications owing to its excellent physical and chemical properties\(^6\).

2.2.1 Synthesis of polypyrrole composite fiber electrodes

In comparison with PANI, the electrochemistry performance of
**Fig. 6** MWCNT sheets with different mass fractions of PANI observed by SEM (a–f) and their performance in SCs (g–i)

(a) a bare MWCNT sheet; mass fractions of PANI: (b) 12%, (c) 23%, (d) 50%, (e) 70%, (f) 86%; (g) constant current charging-discharging curves of the MWCNT with disparate doped concentration of PANI at 1 A·g⁻¹; (h) function relationship between specific capacitance and current density; (i) the function relationship between specific capacitance and PANI content.

**Fig. 7**

(a) Electrochromic and (b) structure of the wearable fibrous SC; (c) cyclic voltammetry curves with different PANI content at 10 mV·s⁻¹; (d) constant current charge-discharge curves for different weight percentages of PANI at 1 A·g⁻¹; (e) the relation between specific capacitance and current density.
the composite electrode based on PPy also relies on its synthesis method and active surface area. Wang et al. designed composite fiber electrodes of CNT/PANI and CNT/PPy by electrochemical polymerization (Fig. 8). It has been found that PPy is another kind of an active material (identical to PANI) to synthesize composite fibrous electrodes. The CNT and PPy composite fibers not only exhibit a high specific capacitance but also high stability and a wide temperature range.

Furthermore, Guo et al. prepared CNT-PPy fibers by diamond wire-drawing dies which can used for electrodes of fibrous SCs. A PPy nanolayer was deposited on carbon fibers by using an in-situ polymerization technique. Poly-2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole (poly(DMcT)) can also be deposited on outside of carbon fiber textile by electrochemical method, producing flexible and huge surface area composite materials that behave as SCs' electrodes (Fig. 9). The specific capacitance of this SC affected by the scan rate is shown in Fig. 9(c); when the scan rate decreases, the specific capacitance increases. The maximum specific capacitance values can be obtained at 1 mV s⁻¹ for PPy composite fibers.

MnO₂ has a large theoretical specific capacitance of 1370 F g⁻¹ and exhibits environmental friendliness, cost effectiveness and a natural abundance for pseudocapactive materials. Nonetheless, the poor electric conductivity of MnO₂ limits its application in capacitor. Meanwhile, PPy with high conductivity and specific capacitance can solve the above shortcomings. Hence, A thin PPy film deposited on the surface of MnO₂ nanostructures and single-walled CNTs could improve the electrical conductivity and electrochemical performance (Fig. 10).

2.2.2 Performance of polypyrrole composite fiber electrodes

Flexible fibrous SCs is easy to be integrated into textiles. However, mass production of fibrous SCs is still a challenge by using manufacturing processes. Meanwhile, helical CNT fibrous SCs can work under many extreme deformation conditions such as...
as super-elongation (tensile strain up to 150\%) (see Fig. 11), arbitrary shape change (entangling), and high frequency stretching\(^7\), which offer opportunities for portable electronic device applications.

However, mechanical damage of fibrous SCs seriously affects the reliability and lifespan of the device during practical applications. It is well known that Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) exhibits permanent magnetism and provides self-healing properties, while the Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) magnetic layer guarantees restoration of electrical conductivity via magnetic alignment\(^7\). Therefore, a fiber-based SC endowed with mechanically and electrically self-healing was fabricated based on magnetic Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) and PPy (see Fig. 12). These electrodes exhibit excellent performance of mechanical strength and self-healing behavior.

PPy nanorods are also capable of being deposited on cotton fabrics via in-situ polymerization in the fibrillar complex of FeCl\(_3\)\(^\text{77}\). The fabrics could be directly implemented as SC electrodes. The capacitance remained higher than 200 F g\(^{-1}\) after 500 cycles.

Wang et al.\(^\text{76}\) synthesized densely packed PPy-nanocellulose composite electrodes via surface modified nanocellulose fibers (NCFs) as substrates for PPy-nanocellulose deposition (Fig. 13). The composite with the highest bulk density (PPy/c-NCFs) exhibited the highest volumetric capacitances value (173 F cm\(^{-3}\)) at 1 mA cm\(^{-2}\). The PPy/c-NCF-based symmetric supercapacitor showed excellent cycling stability, which retained 93\% of its initial value after 5000 cycles (Fig. 13(c)). More recently, PPy/TiN/PANI coaxial nanotube composite materials were prepared by electrolest plating\(^7\).

### 2.3 Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) composite fiber electrodes for the fibrous supercapacitors

Apart from PANI and PPy, PEDOT was also utilized to fabricate composite fibrous SCs due to its high environmental stability\(^79\),\(^80\). Furthermore, PEDOT electropolymerized in ionic liquids
for energy storage applications has been studied in recent publications\textsuperscript{1,2}. PEDOT nanostructures containing a large surface area were synthesized via vapor phase polymerization\textsuperscript{3} and exhibited a specific capacitance of 175 F·g\textsuperscript{-1} due to a highly conducting and efficient nanofibrillar electrode. CNT fibers can be used as an effective current collector in fibrous SCs (Fig. 14). PEDOT was potentiostatically grown on CNT fibers\textsuperscript{4} to yield a specific capacitance of 126.23 F·g\textsuperscript{-1}. Meanwhile, wearable, knottable and viewable fibers were also implemented as high performance electrodes for pseudocapacitive SCs\textsuperscript{2}. The SCs utilized a MWCNT/PEDOT nano-composite fiber and a Pt wire as two-fiber electrodes with a H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}/PVA gel polymer electrolyte. The fibrous SCs were twisted, helically wound or woven into textile and displayed capacitance reduction of only 2\% after 2000 cycles and 8\% after 10000 cycles, respectively, indicating excellent cycling performance under different flexible states.

Su et al.\textsuperscript{5} developed a facile synthesis route to yield high-performance, flexible, fibrous SCs based on PEDOT/poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) (Fig.15). The aligned CNT fiber was treated by gamma-irradiation (IR) and then coated with PEDOT/PSS and gel electrolyte in order to enhance capacitance. Finally, two coated fibers twisted around to form an electrode for SCs. The results verify that gamma-IR greatly increases the electrical conductivity.
and improves the gram capacitance of the fibrous SC. These flexible fibrous SCs with fine diameters can be easily applied in wearable electronics.

PEDOT and its metal oxide composites have been synthesized in a porous alumina membrane by a simple electrochemical method\(^8^6,^8^7\). Conventional metal oxides, such as MnO\(_2\) and RuO\(_2\), possess poor conductivity, yet can be applied to pseudocapacitors and other electrochemical applications. In order to solve the problem of low electrical conductivity, Mirvakili \(\text{et al.}\)^8^8 deposited high performing pseudocapacitive materials (i.e. conductive polymers) or niobium nanowires on the electrode to realize high power, energy density and capacitance in fibrous SCs. Yuan \text{et al.}\)^8^0 prepared meter-long PEDOT:PSS fibers through a coagulation bath, in which the fibers could be used as electrodes of SC exhibiting an excellent areal capacitance and adequate mechanical stability.

It is a challenge to further increase the electrical conductivity and stability of charge and discharge performance of the conductive polymers. However, compared with the traditional plane SCs, fibrous SCs have unique one-dimensional structure, that can meet the requirements of miniaturization, integration portable and wearable. In the future, fibrous SCs based on CPs and carbon composite materials can achieve greater advantages of high power density, fast charge-discharge and long cycle life.

\section{Conductive polymers in fibrous solar cells}

With the recent advancement of portable devices, miniaturization of energy harvesting and storage devices is highly desired to meet their demands. Fibrous solar cells utilized as energy harvesting devices show unique and promising advantages\(^8^9\). Materials and their structural designs are prominent for these fibrous solar cells. TiO\(_2\) particles and CP are used as two opposite electrode materials, which were grown on the surface of a round steel to form a coaxial structure. The polymer solar cell (PSC) was triumphantly made into fiber format as the same of organic solar cell, which acquired a transfer efficiency of 0.6\% higher than the latter of 0.5\%\(^9^0,^9^1\).

The first fibrous PSC based on two metal wires was created in 2009. The PSC was composed of three parts, the electron transport layer (TiO\(_2\)), hole transport layer (PEDOT:PSS), and photoactive layers were synthesized on a steel wire\(^2^3\). Twisted structure can improved electric contact between the two electrodes, in which experimental results showed that PSC had an average efficiency of 2.99\%. However, the illuminated field of primary electrode would be shadowed by the superficially wrapped secondary electrode. The highest power conversion efficiency (PCE) is
3.81% from the fibrous PSC, in which the shadowing effect of the secondary electrode was eliminated by placing it beneath the primary electrode.

Two twisted fibrous electrodes with internal stress can be easily displaced because the metal electrode is not mechanically stable. However, as a more flexible fiber electrode, CNT fibers are chosen as the counter electrode of PSCs. A CNT fiber was wrapped around a metal wire deposited with ZnO nanoparticles, the corresponding PSC demonstrated an efficiency of 2.11%. In addition, two-dimensional materials, such as graphene, are applied to counter electrode because of their flexibility, excellent electrical conductivity and enhanced surface area (see Fig.16(a))\(^5\). The graphene sheet modified by gold nanocrystal layer could improve electroconductivity which is then twisted with a primary electrode (see Fig.16(a)). Meanwhile, single-layer graphene has an optical transmission of 95%, which assists in obtaining insolation. The flexible single-layer graphene enhances a conformal contact with the electrode. Moreover, even though PSC is exposed to air for a few days, the PCE was still maintained by more than 95%. Because the charge generation and segregation only appear on the primary electrode, and the counter electrode acts as a significant factor of transfer electrons.

Additionally, coaxial fibrous PSC based on optical fibers have been prepared (see Fig.16(b))\(^6\). Optical fibers modified by indium tin oxide (ITO) are utilized as electrodes in the coaxial structure. Modified plastic fibers, like polypropylene fiber and polyimide-based silica fiber, could replace the optical fiber as a substrate in PSC. However, the thickness of the deposited metal layers was under 20 nm to ensure the propagation of incident ray\(^6\). A vast variety of fibrous PSCs based on aligned CNT fibers were studied in the recent years\(^6\). Because of their enhanced flexibility, light weight, high electrical conductivity \(10^5 - 10^7 \text{ S cm}^{-1}\), mechanical strength (~500 MPa), and electro-catalytic ability, aligned CNT fibers have been studied for their use as fibrous electrodes in PSCs. A titanium wire modified by TiO\(_2\) nanotube acted as electron-transporting layer and electrode\(^3\). Subsequently, the titanium wire with TiO\(_2\) nanotube was placed into a P3HT:PC\(_{70}\)BM solution, and then coated with PEDOT:PSS by dip-coating method, which acted as the primary electrode. Finally, the aligned CNT fiber was wrapped around the primary electrode (Fig.16(c)). The TiO\(_2\) nanotube was used as electronic receiver, because the conduction band (4.2 eV) of TiO\(_2\) was less than the P3HT’s lowest unoccupied molecular orbital level. The electrons drifted across PC\(_{70}\)BM or TiO\(_2\), and then transferred to the Ti wire. Meanwhile, the holes drifted across PEDOT:PSS, and then converged on CNT fiber. This PSC gave a PCE of 0.15, while the values of the other parameters of PSC were \(V_o = 0.42 \text{ V, J}_o = 0.98 \text{ mA cm}^{-2}\), and FF = 36%. The weak connection between the electrode and photo-sensitive layer led to low PCE (Fig.16(d))\(^3\). TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles assist in increasing the contact surface area and display advantages for dye-sensitized solar cells. Sequentially, the PCE of PSC with TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles was increased by 36%. If the outer surface of the Ti wire was destroyed via coating TiO\(_2\) nanotubes, TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles could remedy the defects.

Fibrous solar cell with unique one-dimensional (1D) configurations can be woven into an energy textile, but the challenges in fabricating fibrous solar cell still remain. Such as uniform thin electrode layers are difficultly coated on the fiber substrate for the core sheath structure and two fiber electrode cannot closely and stably intertwined for the twisting structure. In addition the low efficiency of fibrous solar cell badly limits the commercialized development. However, we can further optimize the structure, material, and technique to fabricate better fibrous solar cell in the future.
4 Integration of supercapacitors and solar cells

Integrated devices have been extensively researched for many years, while the first fibrous integrated devices were successfully realized in 2011\(^7\). These results have attracted more and more efforts to investigate the viability of fibrous integrated energy devices. Planar integrated energy devices have been realized on the basis of PSC and then created a variety of integrated power conversion and storage devices\(^9_7-10^1\).

An all-solid-state, flexible fibrous integrated device incorporating photovoltaic conversion and energy storage has been developed by Zhang et al.\(^19\) in 2014 (see Fig.17). The coaxial structure of the fibrous integrated device was conducive to elucidating the preponderances for both components (see Fig.17(a)). This integrated fibrous energy device has been realized on the basis of Ti wire modified by TiO\(_2\) nanotubes and aligned CNT sheets. For the photovoltaic conversion component, vertically arranged TiO\(_2\) nanotubes are deposited Ti wire, followed by growing of P3HT:PCBM as the active materials and PEDOT:PSS as the hole transport materials, the aligned CNT sheet was finally twisted around the Ti wire to form the photovoltaic conversion component. For the energy storage component, the PVA/H\(_2\)PO\(_4\) gel electrolyte was coated outside of a modified Ti wire and then the aligned CNT sheets were wrapped on it to form the energy storage part. In this device, the electrons are transferred to the Ti wire by TiO\(_2\) nanotubes. In the meantime, the holes are collected by CNT sheets via a hole transfer layer of PEDOT:PSS. The charge-discharge process is shown in Fig.17(b) while a charge-discharge curve is shown in Fig.17(c). The PCE of the photovoltaic conversion part can reach 1.01\(^%\) and the specific length capacitance of the energy storage part is about 0.08 mF·cm\(^{-1}\). The total energy conversion efficiency is 0.82\(^%\) for the fibrous integrated energy device.

![Fig.17](image1)

**Fig.17** (a) Schematic illustration of the all-solid-state, coaxial fibrous integrated energy device; (b) charging-discharging process of the integrated device; (c) charging-discharging curve at 0.1 \(\mu\)A
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**Fig.18** (a) Diagram of the integrated energy fiber based on fiber DSSC and fiber SC; (b) cross-sectional diagram of the fiber SC and (c) fiber DSSC
device. All-solid-state status can allow for integrated devices to achieve high stability during the process of deformation. Another fibrous integrated device of a dye-sensitive solar cell (DSSC) and a SC has been reported by Fu et al. It also can be utilized for power conversion and storage. The PANi was coated on a metal wire by electrochemical deposition to form electrodes for the DSSC and SC. The total energy conversion efficiency of the fibrous integrated energy device was 2.1%. The structural schematic of the fibrous integrated device is shown in Fig. 18(a).

In more recent years, effective measures are underway to further improve the integration of energy devices. The total energy transformation efficiency act as a significant role that determines the overall performance of fibrous integrated device. In order to improve fibrous integrated devices, it is imperative to exploit solar cells exhibiting a higher PCE.

5 Conclusions

In this review, recent work on CPs in fibrous energy devices has been summarized in detail. CPs, such as PANI, PPy and PEDOT, possess significant potential and outstanding performance in fibrous energy devices. Various CPs exhibit high pseudo-capacitance as active materials of fibrous electrodes. In the meantime, CPs, acting as active materials in the counter electrode behave comparable to platinum electrodes in solar cells.
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